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Bumble Bees, the Humble Bees
We know these critters as large, roundish, fuzzy black and yellow
insects with a lazy buzz and clumsy flight. They have a gentle demeanour, and you have to work hard to irritate them. That’s likely
why, prior to the 1900s, they were known as Humble Bees.

on a foraging trip they carry a small amount of nectar in their stomachs to fuel them. Studies show that their foraging range varies according to species and food availability, but most workers tend to stay
within 5 km of the nest.

Life Cycle
In northern climates like ours, bumblebees have a yearly cycle. And in
spite of what you may read on Wikipedia, bumble bees are not solitary
bees; they are social bees, as there is a worker caste and cooperation
among individuals.

The average mass of pollen and nectar carried by bumble bees returning to the nest is around 25% of their body weight. However, some
bumble bees fly back carrying as much as 75% or more of their body
weight! Practically all the pollen collected in the pollen basket on their
legs is stored for larval consumption. Bumble bees only make a small
amount of honey, just enough to feed the colony for a couple of days
during extreme weather. This differs from honey bees, who make
large amounts of honey so the entire colony can survive the winter.
Since newly mated bumble bee queens hibernate, they do not need the
vast quantity of honey found in honey bee hives.

1.

The spring queens represent the next generation of bumble bee
colonies. Usually considerably larger than her future workers and
drones, she emerges from hibernation and finds a nest site, often
either underground in an abandoned mouse burrow or just above
the ground in fallen leaves.

2.

Within her nest, she constructs wax pots to hold nectar and pollen, and brood cells in which she lays her eggs. The eggs are laid
in batches of 5–20, then the wax cells are sealed shut. Like a
bird, the bumble bee queen uses the warmth of her body to incubate her eggs, keeping them at about 30 ºC. Development time
from egg to adult is roughly 30 days. Eggs hatch into larvae after
about 5 days and spend 10 days being fed by the queen with
honey and pollen through a small holes in the cell walls. Then the
larvae seal themselves in the cell with a cocoon to pupate. After 2
more weeks, metamorphosis is complete and the worker bees
emerge from their cocoons. The bumble bee has an exoskeleton,
a skeleton on the outside made up of hard plates. Having an exoskeleton means that once a bumble bee has hatched out of its
cocoon as an adult, it cannot get any bigger.

3.

4.

These small worker bees take over foraging and all brood duties
except the egg laying. As the summer progresses, and food is
more plentiful, the workers emerge larger and more numerous.
Although the queen will lay many batches of eggs, bumble bee
nests are very small compared to those of yellowjackets, hornets,
and honey bees. A really big nest would contain only a hundred
or so bees.
Towards the end of the summer, male bees and multiple new
queens are produced. Mating takes place on the ground or vegetation. As cold weather arrives, the old queen and the colony
gradually die out. The newly fertilized queens leave the nest and
search for a sheltered place in which to hibernate during winter
without feeding.

Foraging
Unlike most insects, bumble bees are able to maintain their body temperature above that of their environment. This means that they can
forage for pollen and nectar when it is too cold and miserable for other
bees to fly. Bumble bees have been recorded flying in spring snowstorms and at subzero temperatures when nothing else is on the wing.
They are often the first bees active in late winter and the last active in
fall. Since they are active for so many months, they must be able to
forage on a wide range of plant species. Early season and late season
resources are critical, as these are sensitive times of the year for successful colony establishment and reproduction.
Bumble bees need energy to fly and keep warm, so when they leave

Bumble bees have to learn how to get the food from blossoms. In
flowers such as coneflower, this is easy. Other plants are more of a
challenge; for example, monkshood is a very complicated flower, and
the bumble bee must learn how to get inside to reach the comparatively large reward. Because each bumble bee must spend time learning how to get at the food in the various shapes and colours of flower
available, they tend to specialize on one or two types or species of
flower at a time. Many of them will visit only one species of flower as
long as sufficient food is found there.
It’s this behaviour, called “constancy,” that makes the bumble bee an
invaluable pollinator of crops, as pollen shared to a blossom of a different species of flower is wasted. It doesn’t fertilize the flower, so
won’t facilitate the production of fruit or seeds.
Foraging bumble bees tend to avoid flowers recently visited by other
bumble bees, though they often visit the same patch of flowers, or
even the same spike. This is because bumble bees can scent mark the
flowers they have visited.
A returning bumble bee forager may release a pheromone at the nest
site to encourage other workers to go out to forage, but it doesn’t convey the details of a honey bee’s dance.
Local Species
Unlike honey bees, which are introduced, Alberta’s bumble bee species are native. Bumble bee identification can be challenging, as individuals may vary in size and colour within a single species. However,
the colour pattern on the thorax and five plates of the abdomen often
can be used to distinguish one bumblebee species from another.
Worldwide there are about 250 types of bumble bees, and around 15
Bombus species may be seen in the Edmonton area. Take a closer look
at bumble bees! (ID CHART LINK http://edmontonnatureclub.org/
bumble-bee-chart.html) As with eBird, you can submit your data
online (at Bumblebeewatch.org) – there is an app for that.
Wildlife Friendly Gardens
Bumble bee numbers, along with those of other bees, are in substantial
decline due to habitat loss, pesticides, and possibly climate change.
You can help the bees by avoiding the use of pesticides, adding a mix
of early- and late-blooming native plants to your flower garden, and
allowing your yard to accumulate some leaf litter and other natural
“clutter” to provide shelter for wintering bees.

Ann Carter

On the cover, Nevada Bumble Bee, Photo by Colleen Raymond
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President’s Report, Spring/Summer 2017
It’s been another busy
year for the club due to
the generosity of our
many volunteers. I’m
particularly proud of
their efforts to educate
and inspire us in an uplifting way. Annual reports revealed the club is
in good financial shape
and the membership is
showing some growth. It
was encouraging to see
Our President, Ann Carter
so many folks out to the
AGM to acknowledge
the work being done on their behalf!
Welcome to our new board members and welcome
back to those returning! There were a couple of
changes to the elected officials: Katherine Madro is
our new Treasurer and Chris Rees joined us as an Executive Director. The Executive appointed new board
member Pat Dunn as the Bug and Spider Group leader
and Hendrik Kruger is now the EALT representative.
This will be Kim Blomme’s final year as coordinator
of the Edmonton Christmas Bird Count. Thank you,
Kim! And welcome to Lynn and Arnold Maki, who
will coordinate for 2018.
The slideshow, as a nod to Canada’s 150th anniversary
of confederation, included 150 of our members’ favourite nature shots from their backyards and all across
Canada. We appreciate those who took a moment to
send material. To the person who said, just as the slideshow started, “I hope it’s not just a bunch of bird pictures,” I do hope you enjoyed the show and that you
will send Chris Rees (csrees@shaw.ca) some of your
own photos for use next year!
Our web-based services are well used. Thanks to Steve
Knight for facilitating electronic communications as
discussion group moderator and email coordinator. The
website was visited by members and the general public
about 45,000 times this past year. We’re currently
working to increase our exposure on social media.

Marnie Evans and Emily Gorda are doing a great job
managing our Facebook page and Instagram account,
which may have the potential to increase awareness of
the ENC within a new demographic. Remember to
hashtag edmontonnatureclub if you get a nice smartphone photo of local flora or fauna!
Thanks to editor Dawne Colwell and her team, members look forward to receiving our Parkland Naturalist
magazine. The conservation committee, with Hubert
Taube, continues the project to catalog provincial
natural areas. Dawne and Hubert welcome your photograph submissions.
We appreciate the work of former volunteers: Stan
Nordstrom as treasurer, James Fox as executive director, Connor Charchuk as director at large, Deanna
Steckler as bug and spider study group leader, Gerry
Fox as refreshment coordinator, and Rocky (Raquel)
Feroe as Edmonton and Area Land Trust representative.
Coming Attractions
Our Annual Banquet is on Saturday, March 24, 2018.
Alan Hingston is pleased to announce that wildlife
photographer John E. Marriott will be the speaker.
Watch for information about the 2018 Snow Goose
Chase, as there will be some changes to the event.
Our Partners
The Edmonton and Area Land Trust is celebrating
its 10th anniversary in 2018! Special events are being
planned.
Congratulations to Kerri Charest (our representative
at Nature Alberta), who is the new NA vice-president.
Respectfully submitted by Ann Carter, President,
Edmonton Nature Club
Contact the executive through General Inquiries on the
ENC website home page, bottom right at edmontonnatureclub.org.
The deadline for submissions to the January–April issue is May 31, 2018.
Please send articles and pictures to colwelld@shaw.ca.
Dawne Colwell

The views, comments and opinions expressed in this publication are those of the respective contributors concerned only. They do not necessarily
reflect the views or positions of the editor, the Edmonton Nature Club (ENC), its executive or any other representatives or agents.
The ENC is not responsible for, and disclaims any liability for, the content expressed in The Parkland Naturalist by contributors. The information
set forth in this publication has been obtained or derived from sources believed by the ENC to be reliable. However, the ENC does not make any
representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information.
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Executive
Elected Officers

Appointed
Committee Chairs

President – Ann Carter
anncarter005@gmail.com

Program Director – Alan Hingston
hingston@telusplanet.net

Past President – Stephen Copen

Field Trip Coordinator – Sean Evans
sean.evans74@yahoo.com

Recording Secretary – Colleen Raymond
costan@shaw.ca

Bird Studies – Karen Lindsay
kdlinds@telus.net

Membership Secretary – John Jaworski
JohnGJaworski@gmail.com

Bug / Spider Studies – Pat Dunn
patdunn001@gmail.com

Treasurer – Katherine Madro
kathrinemadro@gmail.com

Plant Studies – Patsy Cotterill / Hubert Taube
nutmeg@planet.eon.net / taubeha@shaw.ca

Executive Director – Gerald Romanchuk
geraldjr@telusplanet.net

Parkland Naturalist – Dawne Colwell
colwelld@shaw.ca

Executive Director – Hendrik Kruger
hendrik296@gmail.com
Executive Director – Chris Rees
csrees@shaw.ca
Executive Director – Sean Evans
sean.evans74@yahoo.com

Conservation Committee – Hubert Taube
taubeha@shaw.ca
Nature Appreciation Weekend – Gerald Romanchuk
geraldjr@telusplanet.net
Email Distribution – Steve Knight
Steve@PerformanceSystems.ca
Online Discussion Group – Steve Knight
Steve@PerformanceSystems.ca
Website – Ann Carter
anncarter005@gmail.com

Membership
Download applications from the
ENC website or contact us at our
mailing address.
Membership Rates for 2016/17
Household:
Students:

$40.00/year
$20.00/year

Banquet – Toby-Anne Reimer
obitay@gmail.com
Edmonton Christmas Bird Count – Lynn and Arnold Maki
maki2@telus.net
Snow Goose Chase – Bob Parsons
vintagebob2@gmail.com
Grasslands Tour – Bob Parsons
vintagebob2@gmail.com
Nature Alberta – Kerri Charest
kcharest@live.com
Edmonton Area Land Trust – Hendrik Kruger
hendrik296@gmail.com
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Chasing Birds: Bird of the Year
Do you remember the time we saw that Short-eared Owl
sitting right beside us on a fence post? We were on an
ENC field trip out near Bittern Lake. That one owl just
sat there looking at us in its owly way and posed for photos while several other Short-ears were flying around like
huge moths over the fields.
How about the day we were out west by Entwistle and
seemed to be dipping on owls? We’d gone to the end of
the road and were heading back in quiet disappointment.
Then we spotted that little round shape on the top of a big
spruce tree. Pygmy Owl! That almost impossibly small
owl with the fierce stare was a lifer for several members.
Then there was the windy August day out at Miquelon
for the Nature Appreciation Weekend. We were scoping
distant shorebirds when we noticed a pale little guy.
When we took a closer look, it turned out to be a juvenile
Piping Plover. Very cool to see a member of that endangered species running up and down the shoreline in front
of us.

Short-eared Owl

Think about the spring field trips when the call “cranes!”
goes out. Everyone scours the skies until we finally see
long lines of Sandhill Cranes on the move. Then that
extra special day, when we found a large flock down on
the ground and got to watch them feed and occasionally
start jumping and dancing!
Or the sunny summer morning at Islet Lake. I’d gone
down early to do some solo birding and the target bird
showed up right beside the parking lot. But would it stay
’til the rest of the group got there? Luckily, it did and
several members saw their lifer Great Crested Flycatcher. The bright yellow bird perched up nicely and
sounded off with its classic reeeep calls.
Those memorable birds from club field trips over the past
year (our club year of October through September) are
typical candidates for a new program we’re starting, the
ENC Bird of the Year! We’re encouraging members to
keep their eyes and ears open for BOTY candidates and
nominate special birds seen on club field trips. Our committee will decide on a shortlist (such as the five birds
above) and set up a way for members to vote for their
favourite BOTY on the ENC website. We’ll also solicit
artwork from a club member and find more ways to celebrate the winning BOTY for 2017/2018.

Pygmy Owl

We look forward to having fun, celebrating some special
birds, and reliving good memories from the field!
Gerald Romanchuk

Piping Plover
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Great Crested Flycatcher

Sandhill Cranes

All Photos by Gerald Romanchuk
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Conservation Corner
Inheritors of the Earth: How Nature is Thriving in an Age of
Extinction, by Chris D. Brown. (New York: PublicAffairs,
2017). Review by Patsy Cotterill.
It appears that the field of conservation biology is far from
united these days. A new group of conservationists derides
the idea of preserving pristine environments, and sees nothing wrong in using modern-age thinking and technology to
manipulate nature in ways that will be good for the planet
and particularly for the human species. After all, this is, as
environmental journalist Andrew Revkin puts it, “the Anthropocene – an era in which Earth is increasingly what humans choose to make it – either through action or inaction.”
Peter Kareiva, director of the Institute of Environment and
Sustainability at UCLA and, surprisingly, former scientist
with the Nature Conservancy (of America), is a leading proponent of this “new environmentalism.” He is both an
ecologist and a conservationist but the book he co-authored,
Conservation Science: Balancing the Needs of People and
Nature, and articles such as “Domesticated Nature: Shaping
Landscapes and Ecosystems for Human Welfare” indicate
clearly his focus on the sustainability of the planet for humans, the “people first” approach.
A number of viewpoints characterize this new paradigm:


Man has been altering the environment for millennia and ecosystems are naturally dynamic, so it is
both misguided and futile to preserve or restore past
environments conceived as idyllically pristine.



Human-altered environments are here to stay and
there is nothing wrong with that because man is
also a natural agent.



Nature is more resilient under human onslaught
than it is given credit for.



“Hybrid” ecosystems and species are normal, aggressive invaders are not nearly the problem they
are made out to be, and the traditional conservationist’s penchant for “pure” races is misguided. For
example, the separation of wood and plains bison
practiced in Elk Island National Park would no
doubt be considered both unnecessary and undesirable.

Chris Brown, award-winning British ecologist and author of
this book, clearly belongs to this new cadre of conservation
biologists. Perhaps his optimism is coloured by the fact that
his specialty is butterflies and, because of global warming,
more butterfly species are moving northwards into his home
place, the Vale of York in northern England. The subtitle of
his book is an accurate summing-up of his arguments in
support of his objective: to counter the prevailing doom-and

-gloom view of the Anthropocene and suggest how Man is
benefitting biodiversity and can do so in the future. Admitting, but also downplaying, the Anthropocene as a time of
high species extinction rates, he argues that humanity is promoting the welfare of nature in a number of ways, not least
of which is the offsetting effect of high rates of humandriven speciation, the emergence of new species. The inheritors of the Earth are those winning species that can persist or
arise on a planet under Man’s dominion and intervention.
Brown shares the arguments of the new conservationists. He
believes we (humans) should encourage flexible and “robust
ecosystems (however different from those that exist now or
existed in the past) and species, rather than…defend an unstable equilibrium” (in a changed and changing world). In
the new philosophy the introduction of species to lands to
which they are not native can be beneficial; indeed, Brown
opines that “helping species to reach these new locations –
promoting gains at the same time as minimizing global
losses – is likely to become a major focus of conservation in
the second half of this century.” He likens the assisted
movement of organisms across continents and oceans
through human travel and trade to a re-creation of the ancient supercontinent of Pangaea, liberating species once
again with the freedom to move, hybridize, radiate, and
adapt.
Brown sees humans helping nature in a number of ways.
Apart from the Pangaea effect, he ascribes to the view that
human influence results in increased habitat diversity and
hence biodiversity, although he admits that natural habitats
are the home of the rarer species and a greater variety of
them compared to disturbed habitats which are occupied by
the more widespread, generalized species. He notes that
introductions increase biological diversity on a local scale.
The British Isles is a good example; its impoverished flora
following the Ice Age has been much enriched by the naturalization of continental species.
Brown endorses wholeheartedly Kareiva’s focus of maintaining ecosystem services, first and foremost for the benefit
of humans: “We should pursue strategies that fulfill all human needs…of every citizen on Earth while generating the
least possible collateral damage to the global environment.”
Rather than adducing arguments in support of his polemic of
nature’s resilience: “…Continental species are surviving
relatively well, and more basic types of familiar animals,
plants, fungi and microbes are coming through the Anthropocene epoch relatively unscathed,” the book is best when
Brown relates simple facts. He describes the characteristics
of species that are survivors, giving the example of the contrasting fates of the pukeko and the takahe of New Zealand,
both members of the rail family of birds in the genus Porphyrio. The former, an ancient arrival from Australia, has
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thrived, taking
of speciation.
advantage of
Much of this
agricultural
is due to hyhabitats such as
bridization,
pastures, while
two species
the endemic tacoming tokahe struggles,
gether as a
even with emerresult of the
gency assisanthropotance. (I can
genic breakverify this from
ing down of
personal obsergeographic
vation. On a
barriers, to
recent visit to
form a new
New Zealand I
hybrid spesaw several
cies. Botapukekos in wild
nists are faStatue of takahe, Porphyrio hochstetteri, (not life-sized) in Te Anau, South Island, New Zealand.
situations but
New Zealanders love their rare birds! A sanctuary further south along Lake Te Anau housed live birds. miliar with
takahes only in
this phefenced sanctuaries. Incidentally, I saw only one kiwi in the
nomenon: when related plant species hybridize a subsequent
doubling of chromosome numbers can allow the hybrids to
wild, others only in a sanctuary.)
persist through sexual as well as vegetative reproduction.
Brown explains why island biota are so vulnerable to invaBrown cites the example of three species of salsify or goatssion: in isolation, unlike continental organisms, they have
beard (Tragopogon) introduced to North America hybridizevolved without defenses against competitors and predators.
ing to produce two new species for a total of five.
He is not unsympathetic to New Zealand’s plight but thinks
its war against invasive predators, chiefly to save native
However, the scientific literature portrays a much more
birds, is unwinnable. He notes ironically: “we kill successcomplicated picture of speciation and the extinction loss
ful species to protect unsuccessful ones.” He suggests introversus speciation gain equation than Brown presents. For
ducing from other countries ground-dwelling birds with
one thing, it isn’t just a species numbers game, a “no net
proven defenses against predators to fill the gap created by
loss” computation. Hybridization of two closely related speextinctions. He proposes a novel solution for New Zealand’s
cies to produce a new one does not compensate for the loss
endangered black stilt. Instead of “killing the naturally ocof a species with a completely different genetic inheritance
curring hybrids between [the introduced] Australian pied
(phylogeny): phylogenetic and hence biological diversity is
stilts and NZ black stilts, it might be preferable to use these
lost here. I do not consider that a new weedy goatsbeard
hybrids to breed a new race with the physical appearance of
could in any way compensate for an extinct prairie crocus,
the black stilt but with the
for example. Moreover,
ability of their Australian
human influence can also
cousin to avoid being
work against speciation,
killed by predatory mamby reducing population
mals.” (New Zealand’s
size, range size, and miwar is also being fought
gration opportunity
against some introduced
(through habitat fragmenplants, especially the
tation).
Monterey pine (Pinus
Speciation, which reradiata), widely planted
quires
persistence of the
internationally for fornew
species
once it has
estry but now relatively
occurred,
is
difficult
to
rare in its native Califormeasure;
extinction
is
nia.)
not. Moreover, although
Admitting that an increase
humans may increase
in local diversity through
habitat diversity and
introductions does not
hence species richness,
amount to an increase in
biological diversity
global diversity, Brown
(universally
considered a
Pukeko (Porphyio porphyrio melanotus) in estuary swamp,
devotes considerable
good)
is
not
necessarily
Abel Tasman National Park, South Island, New Zealand
space to the phenomenon
the required end in all
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Goatsbeard

Monterey pine (Pinus radiata) plantation on Queenstown Hill,
Queenstown, South Island, showing complete lack of understory.

Our local introduced common goatsbeard, Tragopogon dubius, in
Patricia Ravine, Edmonton.

situations. I think of our West Coast rainforest ecosystems
of western red cedar, western hemlock, and huge ferns as
being relatively undiverse, if productive; nevertheless, they
are superbly adapted to their special circumstances of abundant moisture and leached soils, and no disturbed environment, no matter how many new species it contained, could
replace these communities.

ous. It is a bit like saying that we can justify destroying a
forest to build a new housing subdivision because the new
residents will not miss the forest. The book’s final message
is a call for humans, with the best intentions, to control nature and, including the use of all the latest genetic technologies, to direct evolutionary process in the interests of greater
diversity and sustainability. Brown sums up this new world
of human-managed nature as follows: “Welcome to Anthropocene Park. Our home.”

Inheritors of the Earth is worth reading for the new ideas it
presents, and its suggestions for possible solutions. Many of
the trends Brown and the new conservationists espouse are
already under way or will take place in the future, and it is
good to understand and even embrace some of them. The
book has been described as “provocative” by reviewers, as it
goes against what are still the prevailing paradigms of conservation biology, and a fresh perspective is welcomed. Yet
its anthropocentric approach, typical of the new movement
but particularly obtrusive in places, disturbs me. I was repulsed by one statement in particular. Brown asks the question: “Will our great grandchildren’s great-grandchildren be
that bothered if the state of the world has been altered, given
that they will not know exactly how it is today?”
To suggest that the ignorance and lack of historical perspective of future generations should be used as a criterion for
determining biodiversity in a present or future world is fatu-

The new conservationism may have good intentions
(although even Brown has some reservations about this promotion of Man’s control over nature giving license to the
world’s developers and exploiters), and even practical outcomes that may benefit nature. But I’ve also been reading
literature on the “rights of nature,” and I find the ethical
underpinnings of the new movement are scary. Does not its
rampant speciesism represent a reversion of the gradual evolution towards a more ethical approach to the rights of nature? And, is Man, seen as “natural” rather than as a mere
part of nature, thereby absolved of ethical responsibility
towards nature? (Animals don’t have morals, and so if Man
is a natural animal, neither need he!).
I can imagine the outrage of old-style environmental ethicists at such hubris. Icons such as John Muir, Aldo Leopold,
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and Edward Abbey come to mind, as do more contemporary
eco-philosophers such as the late Stan Rowe and Bill Fuller,
and Harvey Locke, whose messages are of humility and
retraction of the human footprint: “Man is one species
among many” and “Nature needs half” the planet. Does nature have a right to self-determination, to follow its own
evolutionary trajectory, undirected by Man? Under the new
environmentalism, apparently not.
By the way, the birders can relax, according to Brown.
Birds, at least as a group, are among the evolutionary winners and will be around in the brave new world of new conservation!

Further reading
There are many references to Peter Kareiva online, including
criticism, which provide a good insight into the new environmentalism. Readers can draw their own conclusions.
Two websites are:
https://www.eenews.net/stories/1059962401
http://longnow.org/seminars/02011/jun/27/conservation-realworld/
Also consulted
Bull, J. W., & Maron, M. 2016. How humans drive speciation
as well as extinction. Proc Biol Sci 283 (1833).
Nash, Roderick Frazier. 1989. The rights of nature: A history
of environmental ethics. Madison, WI. The University of
Wisconsin Press.

All Photos by Patsy Cotterill

The Armchair Naturalist
In this section, club members review books about natural history that they found particularly rewarding. Some of the recommended
books may be borrowed from the Edmonton Public Library. To check their availability, go to epl.ca and click on “Search.”
To suggest additional books of interest to our members, submit a brief review to Karen Lindsay via the ENC website, edmontonnatureclub.org. Click on “Birding,” “Bird Studies,” and “Contact” to send Karen your review.
A Mountain Alphabet, text by Margriet Ruurs and art by Andrew Kiss (1996) is an excellent book!
It features a page for each letter of the alphabet that includes a painting of a scene in the mountains of
western North America with the letter hidden in it, as well as illustrations of animals, birds, plants, and
geographical features all beginning with that letter (e.g., M = mallard, moose, merganser, muskrat,
mountain, mushroom….). Truly a wonderful book and great for sharing with children or grandchildren.
I even enjoyed finding the alphabetical character on each page. An answer key at the back of the book
includes a written description of each scene. Some Canadian landscapes are included.
Recommendation by Karen Lindsay
The Wolverine Way, by Douglas Chadwick (2010), describes the trials and tribulations of a five-year study of wolverines in Glacier National Park. It is well written, entertaining, and educational. Jane Goodall praised this book as
“An astonishing account of these fearless, indefatigable, and highly intelligent animals and the equally fearless and
indefatigable scientists and volunteers who study them.”
Recommendation by Bob Bowhay

The Hidden Life of Trees: What They Feel, How They Communicate, by Peter Wohlleben (2016) sounds like a
fairy story, but it is the latest information on how a forest is structured. An interview with the author and
Michael Enright is available on CBC Radio One.
Recommendation by Elaine Mellor
After reading this densely packed book of scientific facts, complemented by the author’s observations, you
will never again look at a tree as just a tree. It clearly explains the role forests play in climate control, as well
as their interactions with fungi, insects, birds, and some mammals. It is well worth reading and thinking about,
a chapter at a time.
Recommendation by Patricia Clayton
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The 2017 Grassland Tour
Another very enthusiastic Tour again this year, which I think was
our 19th! There was great attendance at both counts, with the customary representation from Medicine Hat, Lethbridge, Edmonton, Red Deer, Raymond, and of course Calgary. Many seasoned
counters returned again this year, but there were also a few
“newbie” participants who played a great team spirit role! Many
thanks must go to our returning sponsor, TransCanada Pipelines
– we could not hold this event without your terrific support.
Brooks/Lake Newell May Species Count, May 20–21
Tillebrook Provincial Park was again count headquarters, and we
enjoyed the hospitality of the Brooks Royal Canadian Legion for
our usual evening get-together. We had over 30 participants
again this year and the customary ten zones. As usual, the zones
were well scouted out prior to the long weekend and most roads
were in very good shape, with dry weather leading up to the
weekend. Last year some areas were not accessible, including
Kinivie Marsh, Circle E, Tide Lake West, and the Medicine
Wheel Project west of Bow City. No such problems this year,
and a final bird tally of 156 was just below the average figure for
this count. Weather conditions were good overall and we did not
experience any rain or excessive winds. Many oilfield sites were
well maintained, access to them was good, and I managed to find
a few uncommon butterfly species in the native prairie grasslands.
Most of the reservoirs were well topped up but a few sloughs
were dried out, and so we had to search hard for the “peeps” and
especially the ever-expanding range of Black-necked Stilts.
Eared Grebes were hard to find this year due to the poor slough
conditions and it was the same story down in Milk River the
week after Brooks. Varying water conditions and a lack of suitable habitat play an important role in the final numbers, I guess.
Highlights include the first recorded Cackling Goose, a lone
Trumpeter Swan, 3 Burrowing Owls, 86 Western Grebes, 7
Grasshopper Sparrows, and 203 Red Knots. Low numbers included McCown’s Longspurs (too early?), Ring-necked Pheasant, Whimbrel (2), and quite a few warbler species. Missing species included Prairie Falcon, Pectoral Sandpiper, Towhee, Scooters, and Black-capped Chickadee! Zone 8 around Rolling Hills
again was the top zone (100), and the local golf course there had
a nice varied selection of fruit pies!
So all-in-all it was a very good count, and everyone enjoyed the
various stories told. The social aspect of this count is very special, and I have to thank Donna Wieckowski, who made me feel
very comfortable in the new 5th wheel they had just purchased.
Nice wines flowed, BBQing was great, and as usual Arthur was
up early and ready to beat his Shoveler count from previous
years! I’m not saying that I rigged the zones, but I again managed
to have the highest total. See you all there in 2018. Final results
will be posted on the various club websites.
Milk River/Writing on Stone May Species Count, May 27–28
Another great count right on the Montana border with great
views of the Sweetgrass Mountains. I love this count and would
not miss it for the world! We had 11 participants and close to 130

species again this year, which is average for this annual count.
Varying habitats include coulees, native grasslands, protected
natural areas, sagebrush areas, large lakes, sloughs, and well
maintained woodlots and acreages. Various Hutterite colonies
and big corporate farming companies have transformed this landscape, so we just keep driving to the next count area ahead, recording Vesper Sparrows and Horned Larks along the way!
Weather conditions and roads were good, but some wetland areas
had dried out. Coulees were in great shape. The water level in
Pakowki Lake was very high, which is not always a good thing,
as suitable nesting habitat may be limited. Ken Orich from
Lethbridge again did an amazing scout for us as well as counting
the various coulees (Crow Indian, Etzicom, etc.) and the wetland
area close to the Hutterite colony just to the west of Pakowki.
The highlight here was the first ever recorded Glossy Ibis in our
western area (photograph available). Ken kept us well-informed
with text messages while his good friend Earle Couvert did a fine
job counting around Coutts and the Milk River townsite. I don’t
think Earle needs a map, he seems to know his way around so
well.
As usual, I counted the Verdigris and Bonaparte Lakes area in
the northwest section. A keen westerly wind did not hamper my
efforts and at the later lake I counted high numbers of Avocet,
Sanderling, Marbled Godwit, and Willet. Some peeps were spotted too far away to identify even with my scope. Love those sand
bars and mudflats! This area is also good for Canvasback, Redhead, and Ring-billed Ducks. While in the area, I came across an
abandoned oilfield which I thought was a disgrace, so on return
to Edmonton I called various government agencies and found the
right person to talk too. I await developments eagerly.
Highlights include the Ibis as well as 2 Semipalmated Plovers, 10
Eagles, 9 Towhees, 1,304 Sanderlings, 61 Northern Harriers (a
record), and 3 Yellow-breasted Chats. Low numbers included
Ruddy Ducks, Eared Grebes, Coots, Stilt Sandpipers, and Marsh
Wrens. Missing species include Bittern, Pied-billed Grebe,
Horned Grebe, and a few others as a result of the varying water
levels.
On the Sunday, I made my way across country to Pakowki Lake
in search of the elusive Song Sparrow. I missed out this year,
though Arthur told me he heard and/or saw 3! I did see good
numbers of Ferruginous Hawks, however; seems like they had a
good breeding season this year by all accounts. Every year I visit
one of the local Hutterite colonies, meeting up with Joe, who
likes my present of a bottle of red wine wrapped in a newspaper.
My arrival in a dirty, dusty 4 x 4 always creates a lot of interest,
and it is a fun 30 minutes. I never seem to leave without some
sausage!
Thanks again to TransCanada Pipelines and all of the keen participants. See you all in 2018!
Bob Parsons
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Glossy Ibis, Milk River/Writing-on-Stone count, May 27th 2017, Photo by Ken Orich

Ruddy Duck (centre), Western Kingbird (bottom), May 20, 2017, Kitsim Reservoir, Photos by Ken Orich
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Avocets at Cooking Lake, Fall 2017
What are they feeding on by late October?
All summer long, the American Avocet is the most prominent
shorebird to grace the shallows at Cooking Lake. Although the
Alberta bird books mention that few are seen by the end of
August – because by then they can be expected to have left on
their southward migration – my field notes for 2009–2017
show that hundreds may stay around until well into October,
even after the first night frosts.
What exactly are these late-staying avocets picking up in the
cooling waters, I wondered? Watching them through binoculars, it was clear that they were doing well, for every swipe of
their upturned bill was followed by swallowing motions. Some
birds were feeding in water not deeper than a couple of centimetres, others stayed well out on the lake and foraged while
swimming.
Several decades ago, the invertebrate food resource of the lake
was investigated by the University of Alberta and the provincial Fish and Wildlife Division. Their findings were reported in
the 1990 Atlas of Alberta Lakes (University of Alberta Press).
According to these studies, 92 percent of the phytoplankton
biomass of Cooking Lake consisted of chironomid midges.
These are the so-called lake flies, the non-biting midges that
hang in dense mating swarms over the shore from June to August. Their larvae, commonly called blood worms, develop in
the water column or in the bottom mud of the lake, where they
feed on rotting organic debris.
For the results of these studies and a comparison with other
large shallow lakes in Kansas and the Netherlands, please see
the fall 2016 Nature Alberta or the spring 2017 Parkland Naturalist.

In 2016, I discovered that the Cooking Lake avocets, as well as
gulls and ducks, were taking advantage of a massive hatch of
shore flies (called brine flies in Britain). About half the size of
a house fly, billions of these slow-moving ephydridae flies may
locally cover the wet mud on the interface of water and land all
spring and summer, but they are gone by fall.
The food base of late-staying avocets may be quite different.
To investigate this question, I sent a proposal for a scientific
paper to two invertebrate scientists employed by Alberta government agencies. Both said they were unable to cooperate,
either because aquatic bugs were not their speciality or they
were too busy with other projects, but both wrote that the
Cooking Lake project sounded worthwhile and encouraged me
to contact someone at the University of Alberta.
As it so happened, I had already forwarded my request for help
to John Acorn, who replied that he would welcome some water
samples for examination in the lab. When I mentioned that the
mud was too soft to walk on, John said he would get a much
younger person for the job! Unfortunately, the graduate student
he had in mind was not available in time. On October 24, the
lake froze over and all shorebirds had left. “We'll try again next
year,” John promised.
As for the soft mud, in early October I watched a female elk
come running out of the shoreline bushes and unhesitatingly
enter the lake. After a few metres she sank up to her belly. Falling over on her side, she gulped some water and extricated
herself with apparent difficulty. She ran back to the bushes as if
she were chased by a pack of wolves. This was the first elk I
have seen at Cooking Lake. And the first black elk ever!
Theodore Dekker

In my extended Dutch family, the Christian name Theodorus was given to my father, an uncle, two cousins, a nephew,
and me. During their lifetimes my dad and uncle were called Dirk, the younger men used Theo, but my parents called me
Dick from day one. After decades of regret that I had not used my Christian name from the very start, I have now decided to drop my nickname to prevent confusion with other naturalists and scientists using that name these days.

Fall estimates of late-staying Avocets at Cooking Lake, 2010–2017
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Several thousand on September 23; 300 on October 1
Several hundred on October 18
Several hundred on October 14
Several hundred on September 27; 10 on October 26
200 on October 22; 1 on October 31
2000 throughout September; 300 on October 21; 20 on October 31
2000 throughout September; 1000 on October 26; 200 on October 31
1000 in September; 150 on October 23
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Avocets resting, Photo by Don Delaney

Field Trip Reports
Whitemud Ravine South, December 10, 2017
We had a decent turnout of 19 people for the walk through Whitemud Ravine’s south trail, and some nice above-zero temperatures. Although the
number of people was higher than the number of species we saw, it was a great outing nonetheless.
The day started out strong with a Northern Saw-whet Owl not too far from the trailhead. In classic form, some Black-capped Chickadees and a Red
-breasted Nuthatch started to go berserk as they passed through the trees nearby. Hoping for an owl or a hawk, we stopped to see what had caught
their attention. Somehow Emily spotted the owl way up high in a spruce tree. It’s hard to describe how difficult this bird was to pick out unless you
were there, but he was tucked in pretty deeply, visible from only a few angles.
After we got everybody onto the bird we continued on and found a nice
Christmas tree decorated by squirrels, or possibly mice.

Northern Saw-whet Owl, Photo by Kirst King-Jones

Photo by Grace Kwong
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Goldbar Park, December 2, 2017
The trail was packed with habituated chickadees and nuthatches. We
stopped a few times to listen for other birds; a sparrow might have
been calling nearby, but it would not reveal itself. Pine Grosbeaks
could be heard a in few places but were never in the open enough to
get a good look.

We had a nice winter walk along the river and slopes, with great
viewing conditions. About 25 people were present, including 4 new
members. We started with some Pine Grosbeaks near the parking lot,
but it was pretty slow going from there. A lone Common Goldeneye
and many Mallards were on the river and in the settling pond, but no
other duck species. Distant sirens were setting off some coyotes that
we caught up with on the far shore of the river. They were fairly exposed as they ventured onto the ice, so we got a nice look at them.

Red-breasted Nuthatch, Photo by Manna Parseyan
The Chapmans were kind enough to point out a side trail they frequent, where all of the good birds are known to be. We found several
Brown Creepers, Boreal Chickadees, and three types of Woodpeckers,
including this Black-backed Woodpecker. He was very calm and went
about his business of flecking bark off the tree without any regard to
us.
The other uncommon
winter bird we encountered was a
Sharp-shinned Hawk.
We all got a nice but
distant look as it
perched for a long
time in good lighting.
Birds that were heard
but not really seen
included Common
Redpolls, Blue Jay,
and Pileated Woodpecker.
Thank you, Gerald,
for eBirding!
Sean Evans

All Photos by Manna Parseyan
Towards the bridge we heard a single robin, and saw a Merlin fly
across the river. We walked up to the top of the hill facing Goldbar
Park and struggled to see much else until we came across a flash mob
of White-breasted Nuthatches, Black-capped Chickadees, and Downy
Woodpeckers. They seemed to be interested in something in the dead
trees, but we could not find anything out of the ordinary.
We carried on towards a location that has yielded good birds in the
past – where the trail meets up with the residential area. Again we
encountered a busy gathering of birds – House Finches, Common
Redpolls, and Red-breasted Nuthatches, in addition to birds seen
Western Snowberry or
earlier. Their attention was once
Buckbrush
again focused on holes in the tops
of dead trees.
Towards the end of the walk, we
stopped to identify this Western
Snowberry or Buckbrush
(Symphoricarpos occidentalis).
Good thing Manna and Jiri were
there!

Photo by Berta Beltran

Sean Evans
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North of Edson, November 19, 2017

Whitemud Ravine North, November 12, 2017

Ten of us met bright and early to drive out towards Edson and on
some of the oil and gas roads north of town. Prior to Edson we
stopped into the town of Wildwood to look for Evening Grosbeaks.
Like clockwork, we found a small flock of 8 within minutes of pulling
into town. We found the other winter grosbeak at Niton Junction:

The walk through Whitemud Ravine was interesting as usual, with a
pretty decent crowd of 24 people, including some new faces. There
was some snow on the ground but conditions were not slippery nor
was it very cold – ideal weather for a winter walk. We encountered a
lot of chickadees, nuthatches, and woodpeckers, but no owls or raptors. The highlight for most had to be seeing four Pileated Woodpeckers simultaneously. What a sighting!

Pine Grosbeak, Photo by Connor Charchuk
The industrial traffic on the Amoco road was pretty heavy, so stopping for birds was a bit sketchy. Along this road Gerald managed to
spot a Sharp-tailed Grouse at the top of a spruce tree. A little
ways down I spotted a Northern Goshawk perched in a distant tree, so
we got out to have a look at it. While we were watching the goshawk,
Sean continued on down the road and spotted a Northern Pygmy Owl!
The bird quickly took off as we drove up to it, so I’m not sure if everyone got a good look at it.

Red-breasted Nuthatch, Photo by Jiri Novak

Much of the drive was fairly quiet, but fresh snowfall made tracking
from the vehicles an interesting endeavour. Lots of lynx tracks in the
area as well as grouse, weasels, and deer. Gerald spotted an actual living mammal crossing a cutline! Based on the tracks it left behind, we’re pretty sure it was a Fisher!
We stopped at the Sundance Provincial Park for lunch, where Peter
Chau found us some grey chickens (or Ruffed Grouse, if you prefer).
A walk along the trail in the park turned up Boreal Chickadees and a
Golden-crowned Kinglet. Here you see a pack of birders trying to
figure out
what to do
when there are
no birds
around….
notice the
confusion:

Downy Woodpecker, Photo by Manna Parseyan
At the south end of the trail we encountered a muskrat walking along
the frozen streambed as well as a small group of Golden-crowned
Kinglets at the bridge.

Photo above and below by Manna Parseyan
On our way back to the highway I spotted a Pine Marten foraging
along the side of the road. We ended the day driving through the
Bigoray area, where Manna found the
day’s second Pygmy Owl.
Pine Martin
Thanks to all who attended, and to
Colleen for her eBirding!
Connor Charchuk
Golden-crowned Kinglet, Photo by Ted Hogg
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Owl Prowl in Memory of Ray Cromie, November 4, 2017
Twenty of us met up Saturday morning to head north through some of
Ray Cromie’s favourite owling spots. It was a cool wintery morning,
with recent snow on the roads, fog and ice crystals in the air, and hoar
frost coating the trees. Ray always said a day like that could be good
for owls!

Pine Grosbeaks were flying between trees throughout the walk. A few
lucky people managed to get eyes on a Black-backed Woodpecker.
There were definitely signs of activity to be found – fresh bark
flecked off of the trees everywhere, but no woodpeckers close to the
trail, unfortunately.

We left Sherwood Park and headed northeast towards Josephburg.
Our convoy passed an oncoming civilian on the very narrow Ardrossan Road. Steve, driving the lead vehicle, commented that the guy
wouldn’t get over very far. And sure enough, within seconds, we got a
call on the radio. Peter Chau was in the ditch! We hooked up a tow
rope to Steve’s truck and got him out. It was like a classic city job,
lots of supervisors and advisors handing out “helpful” advice!

We also got to put our feather identification to the test as a Blackbilled Magpie left a feather behind for us to examine. It was an iridescent tail feather, from the right-hand side of the bird, with a fault bar.
Karen taught us well!

Photo by Gerald Romanchuk

Photo by Gerald Romanchuk
Thanks to Brian Stephens and Wayne Oakes for leading the walk and
Brian again for eBirding!
Sean Evans

Shortly after we got going again, we flushed a flock of Snow Buntings
off the side of the road. One bird circled back to the road. It was pretty
dark and had no white in the wings. My first thought was maybe a
Pine Grosbeak. Then I got some glass on the bird. Big surprise of the
day, it was a Gray-crowned Rosy-Finch! Luckily most of the group
got a look before another civilian came by and flushed the bird.
Turned out to be a lifer for several in the group.
Continuing northeast, up past Bruderheim we saw a goshawk, shorttailed weasel, moose, deer, etc., then lucked out with a Great Gray
Owl on the side of the road. Redpolls were abundant, and a large flock
of Snow Buntings. Trying to get a consensus on the number of birds
was tough. Estimates ranged from 300 to 1,500. There were a lot of
birds, and as Steve said, after the Rosy-Finch, we’ll all be looking
harder at those flocks!
There was no getting the group past the truck stop at Wasketnau. The
cinnamon buns there are probably why half the people were on the
trip! At Long Lake PP, the lake was mostly frozen, but a bunch of
ducks and a few grebes were packed into the open leads.

Photo by Steve Knight
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Cross Lake, October 21, 2017
Eleven of us left the city bright and early Saturday morning to take a
meandering route up north past Egg, Wakamao, Bouchard, Halliwell,
and Cross Lakes.
At a few spots near Egg Lake we ran into several sparrow flocks,
mostly Tree Sparrows, with Song and White-throated thrown in for a
bit of variety. Brian and Connor pished a Rusty Blackbird out of the
bushes and we got our first of 10 Bald Eagles for the day.
For the first time in a few years our Snow Bunting dugout south of
Wakamao was bunting-less. Over at Bouchard Lake we saw both
Tundra and Trumpeter Swans on the water and lines of swans flying
overhead. We picked up a nice variety of waterfowl and grebes at all
the lakes and wetlands we passed. One weedy field near Westlock had
at least 5 Rough-legged Hawks hunting it, including a beautiful dark
bird.

Photo by Steve Knight

Up at Cross Lake we picked up a couple of Ruffed Grouse on the road
in. Scoping the lake produced good numbers of coots, buffleheads,
and goldeneyes, plus a few mergansers, grebes, and an orange-billed
loon that turned into a cormorant after closer inspection!

It was turning into a classic birdless-death-march when we stumbled
on a few Ruffed Grouse and Boreal and Black-capped Chickadees.

Photo by Manna Parseyan

Boreal Chickadee, Photo by Manna Parseyan
Getting back to more Ray-type birding, we cruised towards Newbrook. It was hard to get the crew moving at a Ray-like speed, though.
He always said you can see an owl at 80 km/h. Our group has a harder
time moving that fast down the country roads. But southwest of Newbrook, Connor did spot a Northern Hawk Owl. Unlike most Hawk
Owls, this bird was moving around a lot instead of perching up high
and obvious. Only a few in the group saw it.

A hike through the campground and down one of the trails produced a
calling Pine Grosbeak, some Boreal Chickadees, and several Brown
Creepers.
Otherwise the woods were pretty
quiet and we ended up looking
at plants, including this
Bunchberry.

Heading over towards Opal we didn’t see much except for an impressive male moose standing in the middle of the road. We ended up with
a bunch of nice winter birds, one big surprise, and a few owls. I’m
sure Ray would’ve been proud of the great group we had and all the
cool birds!
Big thanks to all the participants, to Manna and Steve for their photos,
and to Colleen for eBirding!
Gerald Romanchuk

Brown Creeper, Photo by
Connor Charchuk
Bunchberry, Photo by
Manna Parseyan
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We also stumbled into a bird on the side of the trail that “slightly startled” the trip leader. We couldn’t decide on the best name for the species – Heart-attack Grouse or Cardiac Grouse? Back in the parking
lot, the sun had warmed up enough for Manna to try to photograph an
active butterfly, a Satyr Anglewing.

Ruffed Grouse, Photo by Colleen Raymond
When the amount of daylight makes it feel like spring, a grouse’s
hormones start pumping. This male Ruffed Grouse was displaying
and courting two females.

Photo by Colleen Raymond
As we drove out of the park, we saw something interesting on the side
of the road and engaged in the classic birder maneuver of slamming
on the brakes, parking in the middle of the road, and leaving the doors
wide open:

Ruffed Grouse, Photo by Gerald Romanchuk
Connor and I followed him into the woods, where Connor found a
Three-toed Woodpecker – a lifer for a few in our group.
We headed back on an indirect route through the Opal area and saw
four moose on the way. Daylight was fading quickly, but we got rewarded with a great bird to end the day when Jiri snapped this shot of
a Great Gray Owl:
Thanks to all the participants
for a great day, to the photographers for their shots, and to
Connor for eBirding!
Gerald Romanchuk

Photo by Gerald Romanchuk
A walking feather-duster carrying a big fan was chasing a bird:
Great Gray Owl, Photo by Jiri Novak
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Brazeau Reservoir, Wolf Lake, Minnow Lake, and Fickle Lake,
October 15, 2017
Seventeen of us met at the Westmount Tim Horton’s at 7:30 a.m.
Some may complain about the early starts, but they usually pay off!
When we were in the parking lot loading vehicles, Sean pointed out
that one gull looked smaller than the others. The others were Ringbilled, so that could only mean one thing. Bill – check. Eye – check.
Tertial crescent – check. Size – check. Mew Gull! Good start to the
day.
Then we headed out west to tour some of the lakes in the Edson
county looking for migrating sea ducks, loons, and other waterfowl.
The original plan was to head straight for Wolf Lake, but after expressing some interest in checking Brazeau Resevoir, and a little influence from Gerald, we decided to try for Brazeau first. We scoped
the lake and weren’t seeing much other than mallards and grebes
when Sean called out “PACIFIC LOON!” We huddled around his
scope to get looks at this semi-irregular migrant loon species.

There was considerable contention as to whether this is, in fact, an
Arctic Loon. I’ll leave it at that for now.
We continued our tour with a stop at Wolf Lake. The campground
itself was the highlight, as Karen stirred up a Spruce Grouse which
perched high up in a tree and allowed looks for several people who
needed it for their life list!

Photo by Chris Rees
And then, the observation that would change all of our lives.
“Does that bird have white flanks?” I asked.
“Hah. I was just gonna say,” Gerald replied.

Spruce Grouse, Photo by Keith Huang
The lake itself had little to be seen other than the usual suspects:
buffleheads, goldeneyes, grebes, etc. Sean spotted a family of river
otters on the lake.

For those of you who have studied the intricacies of winter loon identification, you’ll know that white flanks on a bird that otherwise looks
like Pacific Loon can only mean one thing: Arctic Loon potential! So,
we huddled up at our scopes frantically digiscophotographing the
bird. Unfortunately, it was too far away for decent photos.

River Otters, Photo by Chris Rees
Minnow Lake turned up a Bald Eagle, and we found a Surf Scoter at
Fickle Lake. We might have been early for other migratory sea ducks.
Connor Charchuk

Photos by Conner Charchuk (top), Sean Evans (middle),
and Gerald Romanchuk (bottom)
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Elk Island, September 9, 2017

Warbler and Shorebird Trip, August 27, 2017

A fair-sized group of around 25 of us met up at Elk Island for some
autumn birding on a nice sunny morning. Overall, it was pretty quiet,
with a few mixed flocks of migrants. Colleen Raymond summed it
best when she said, “We went to a bunch of places and saw a bunch of
birds.”

Ten ENC members started out with a walk at the Strathcona Science
Park Sunday morning. It was classic fall birding – long quiet stretches
with a few intense moments when a mixed flock of songbirds was
found and bird names got tossed out fast and furiously. It was hard for
everyone to get on every bird, but we did find 10 warbler species,
including Mourning, Wilson’s, Magnolia, and Redstart.

Most notable of those birds might have been the Wood Ducks out on
the east boundary of the park. We saw at least 6 mixed into the huge
flocks of wigeons and gadwalls. Finding them took creeping along the
road and trying not to flush all the birds, while sharp-eyed birders
such as Adrian Jones picked through all the brown ducks.
Earlier in the day we had to maneuver our convoy through herds of
tourists and even herds of bison.

Bison, Photo by Sean Evans
And as usual,
our group
couldn’t even
get past a caterpillar on the
trail without
stopping to
check it out:
It was pretty
laid back at
times, but we
managed to
find 60 species
and enjoy a
beautiful fall
day. Thanks to
everyone for
coming out, to
Sean for all his
organizing,
and to Colleen
for eBirding!

Photo by Gerald Romanchuk
Gerald Romanchuk

American Redstart (top), Wilson’s Warbler (bottom)
Photos by Sean Evans
In addition to the warblers we had Peregrine and Merlin fly-bys, a few
different flycatchers to puzzle over, and distant ducks and gulls to
scan from the pedestrian bridge to Rundle Park.
After lunch we headed towards Cooking Lake to look for shorebirds,
but not before Sean made Colleen eBird the House Sparrows and
magpies in the Tim Horton’s parking lot!
Cooking Lake was a bit disappointing. Very few small shorebirds
were visible from either the Sailing Club or RR214 access spots.
There were hundreds of brown ducks (birds molting that are hard to
ID) and very large numbers of avocets that led to a lot of discussion
on how to count them. We came to the conclusion somewhere between 500 and 1,700 were visible at one spot, with another large flock
further east at the Golden Ranches access.
The afternoon was getting pretty warm and shady spots were in high
demand, but we continued on to check out Hastings Lake.
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Emily Murphy Park, August 26, 2017
Twenty-two of us met on a beautiful morning to search for fall warblers and anything else we could find. We had a good warbler day,
with ten species recorded, a highlight being good views of two Canada Warblers at the top of the first set of stairs at Emily Murphy Park.

American Avocet, Photo by Sean Evans

Canada Warbler, Photo by Michael May

Still not many shorebirds, but lots of grebes, ducks, and gulls. There
was a very fresh looking Red Admiral butterfly on the shore of Hastings.

Red-eyed Vireo, Photo by Sean Evans
Thanks to Brian Stephens and Connor Charchuk for keeping track of
our sightings. Brian posted the birds seen at Hawrelak Park on eBird,
and Connor posted the birds seen at Emily Murphy Park. Their birding expertise was a big factor throughout the morning. Thanks also to
Sean Evans and Michael May for their photos.
Don Delaney
Red Admiral, Photo by Gerald Romanchuk
The critter seemed to be pretty warm too. It would fly a bit, then land,
close its wings, and orient itself head-on towards the sun as if it were
trying to reduce the amount of surface area exposed to the heat. But
then it flitted around and landed on awkward spot on Sean’s pants!
(see photo bottom right) Some of the participants were keen to shoot
the Admiral on its unusual perch. Not sure who’s more uncomfortable, Sean or the Admiral!
Overall it was a decent day. We ended up with at least 75 species
without really checking out all the brown ducks. Thanks to all the
participants, to Sean and Colleen for photos, and to Colleen for all the
eBirding we made her do!
Gerald Romanchuk

Photo by Colleen Raymond
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Indoor Meetings, Fall 2017
(about June 20), with the other indicator species flowering
within these dates. Suitable indicator species are those which
observers can confidently identify without confusion, and
which bloom quickly so their flowering period is short.
Don’t plant before the Victoria Day weekend?

Alberta PlantWatch: Nature’s Calendar
Dr. Elisabeth Beaubien has coordinated Alberta PlantWatch for
three decades, encouraging citizen scientists to observe and
report flowering times for selected plant species. This project is
based in the Renewable Resources Department at the University of Alberta.
In her presentation at the Edmonton Nature Club meeting on
October 20, 2017, Elisabeth told us what she has learned from
studying 30 years of data from Alberta PlantWatch, applications for the data, and how the results correlate with climate
warming.
Timing is everything.
The study of the science of appearances or of biological timing
is known as phenology, which is derived from the Greek
pheno, meaning “to appear.” Phenology is principally concerned with the dates of first occurrence of biological events in
their annual cycle – the date of flowering, emergence of butterflies, or arrival dates of migratory birds, for example. By studying phenology, researchers can identify patterns of relationships between biological events and data related to weather and
climate. How early (or late) flowers appear from one year to
the next is controlled by accumulated temperature above a
threshold value. Warming winter and spring temperatures provide for more rapid temperature accumulation and earlier appearances of flowers. Similarly, a spell of cold weather in late
spring will delay flowering which might have been imminent
had the warmer temperatures continued.
Alberta PlantWatch data is collected by citizen scientists who
observe one or more of 26 plant species. Observers report the
dates for first bloom and mid-bloom, as well as leafing-out for
certain tree species. Botanically, the harbinger of spring is the
prairie crocus, which usually flowers in mid-April. That event
is quickly followed by male aspen trees, which “bloom” by
shedding pollen. Between mid-April and mid- to late June, the
indicator plants in the PlantWatch program are observed and
their respective flowering dates recorded by PlantWatch volunteers. These flowers are predictable in their sequencing from
year to year: for example, while prairie crocus and aspen appear early in the growing season (mid-April on average in central Alberta), yarrow and northern bedstraw appear weeks later

The seasonal timing of events has always been of interest to
farmers and gardeners in central Alberta. When can one safely
plant seeds in warm ground or avoid having tender plants killed
by late frost? As an example, Elisabeth quoted the advice that
“tomato plants may go outside when the lilac starts flowering.”
Should that occur before May 24, there is no need to wait for
the Victoria Day weekend and lose valuable growing days.
Samuel de Champlain was advised by indigenous people in
1605 that he should plant corn on the day when the “white oak
leaf is the size of a red squirrel’s footprint.”
Plants and insects develop in a predictable sequence. Therefore, it is possible to predict the onset of certain pest species
that affect agriculture or forestry so they may be controlled
with a minimal application of pesticides or biological controls.
The data is also beneficial for allergy sufferers, as accumulated
temperature readings accurately predict when certain plants
will shed pollen that can cause difficulties. Elisabeth has recently been looking at the PlantWatch data to help firefighters
predict the timing of spring forest fires. She noted that when
poplar trees leaf out, the transpiration of this canopy increases
the humidity and the spring fire season comes to an end.
Getting warmer?
By comparing average flowering dates for different areas, year
over year comparison can be made. For example, spring arrived
very early in 1992, while in 2002 it was notably late. In recent
years ( 2009–2014 ) spring has been late, while in 2015 and
especially 2016 it was early. Elisabeth has looked at data for
Alberta’s central parkland dating back to 1936. This data, collected over many years, shows how spring timing has changed
and how plants are responding to climate change. Winters are
now warmer, with the biggest change being February temperatures: the average February temperature has increased by
5.3 °C, while the minimum (overnight) temperature has increased by 6 °C over the 7 decades up to 2006. This increase
has coincided with a decreased amount of snowpack: the average depth of snow on the ground at the end of February has
decreased by 4 cm for each decade.
Due to the more rapid warming of air and soil, prairie crocus
and aspen are blooming 2 weeks earlier. Elisabeth noted comparable changes are also shown by other phenology studies.
Long-term studies of butterflies show they are emerging earlier
(6 days for each 1 °C temperature increase) and certain bird
species are nesting earlier, which means the young can be fed
on caterpillars that now emerge earlier due to warmer spring
temperatures.
Alan Hingston
Additional information is available at plantwatch.naturealberta.ca, and www.plantwatch.ca
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Graph above
supplied by
Elisabeth Beaubien

Prairie crocus (Anemone patens),
Photo by Irene Crosland, Tofield

Aspen (male catkins) (Populus tremuloides),
Photo by Charles Bird, Erskine Lake

“By studying
phenology,
researchers can
identify patterns of
relationships
between
biological events
and data related
to weather and
climate.”

Saskatoon (Amelanchier alnifolia),
Photo by Charles Bird, Rochon Sands Prov. Park

Chokecherry (Prunus virginiana),
Photo by Elisabeth Beaubien, Islet Lake
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Birding the Andes – from Ecuador
to Antarctica
Martin Sharp was ENC’s Indoor Meeting speaker on
November 16, 2017.
The Andes extend along the length of western South America
from Colombia in the north to Chile in the south. From Tierra
del Fuego, they form an arc on the sea floor around the Scotia
Sea, linking mainland South America to the Antarctic peninsula via South Georgia, the South Sandwich Islands, South
Orkneys, and South Shetlands. Reaching elevations of over
5,000 m in mainland South America, they form a linear belt
with below-average mean annual air temperatures for their latitudes.
Near the Equator, in Colombia and Ecuador, rainfall is 3 m or
more per year on both the eastern and western slopes, with
drier areas at the highest elevations. From 5 to 35 degrees
south, the western slopes are extremely dry, while the eastern
slopes (facing Amazonia) are generally wetter. The western
slopes are again wetter around 40 degrees south, while dry conditions return in Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego. Vegetation
cover reflects the terrain and prevailing climate, with rock, ice,
and snow at the highest elevations, changing downwards to
alpine páramo meadows in wetter areas and puna steppe grasslands and salt lakes in drier areas. In the mountains facing
Amazonia, the eastern slopes are cloaked in rain forest and
cloud forest, while further south these are replaced by dry forest and steppe/semi-desert vegetation. On the wet western
slopes around 40 degrees south, there is an area where deciduous broadleaf and mixed beech forest intermingle with subtropical mixed forest.
Bird diversity peaks on the wet eastern slopes facing Amazonia
and along the major rivers draining into Amazonia. In these
regions up to 600 species can be found in a single 1 degree grid
cell. Overall, South America is home to over 3,300 species,
with Colombia being the most species-rich Andean country
(1,795 species), and Chile the least species-rich (only 483 species). In four guided trips to Ecuador, Bolivia, Peru, and Chile/
Antarctica we found nearly 1,100 species in about 9 weeks of
birding.

Huari (pre-Incan) dwellings near Cuzco, Peru

Our induction to neotropical birding proper came at Sacha
Lodge on the Napo River in Ecuador. Sacha is superbly situated on the edge of an ox-bow lake in mature Varzea rain forest, and is accessed by motorized river canoe and paddle canoe.
It is home to a diverse array of herons, clay licks frequented by
thousands of parrots and macaws, and a magnificent canopy
walkway that gets you up above the forest canopy at dawn to
watch the sunrise and the awakening of the forest birds and
mammals. Favourite species there were Crested Owls, the bizarre Hoatzin (a giant cuckoo), King Vulture, and brightly coloured jacamars, barbets, toucans, and aracaris.
In Bolivia we birded upwards from the lowland city of Santa
Cruz through dry forests, to cloud forests and ultimately the
high alpine above 5,500 m, with a stomach-stirring descent of
the famous and aptly-named Coroico “Death Road,” which
offers a first-hand experience of almost every known form of
mass movement en route to some superb cloud forest that is
home to the Scimitar-Winged Piha (which took us 2 days to
find!). Bolivia offers more parrots and macaws, including the
threatened Red-fronted Macaw, along with several species of
cuckoos, exotic woodpeckers (including my favourite, the
White Woodpecker), jays, and wrens, as well as peppershrikes,
gnateaters, saltators, warbling finches, and an array of orioles,
blackbirds, and oropendolas that add both noise and colour to
the landscape.

In Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia we birded high to low elevation
transects down the eastern slope of the Andes into Amazonia,
which allowed us to visit several of the most important areas of
endemism for birds. We also got to visit the Manu Biosphere
reserve in Peru, currently thought to have the highest bird diversity of any area on Earth (and home to a tame Tapir that
visits the bar at the Manu Wildlife Center in the evenings!),
plus the stunning Inca archaeological site at Machu Pichu. In
Bolivia we birded lowland and montane dry forest, thorn scrub,
and cactus forest – as well as fabulous cloud forest. In Chile,
we birded mostly at or above treeline on the dry western slope
east of Santiago, but also in the deciduous forests and steppe
grasslands, Tierra del Fuego, and (courtesy of the Chilean
Navy) across the Drake Passage to the ice-covered and penguin
-rich South Shetland Islands.
All landscape Photos by Martin Sharp

Red and Green Macaws at a clay lick, Photo by Alex Durand
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Lowland rainforest, Manu Biosphere Reserve, Peru

Volcano Sumaco, Equador

Lower Montane Forest, La Siberia, Bolivia

El Yeso Valley, Chile - Home of the Diademed Sandpiper Plover
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In Peru our journey took us from 3,400 m at Cuzco to 183 m
above sea level at the Manu Wildlife Center, covering the full
range of vegetation from the high alpine, through the localised
and threatened high elevation polylepis woodlands, to various
forms of cloud forest, and ultimately to mature lowland rain
forest with the most enormous trees we’d ever seen. Highlights
of this trip included the dazzling Cock-of-the Rock, a host of
bizarrely named sub-oscine passerines including antshrikes,
leaftossers, woodcreepers, antpittas (got to love those skulkers), antthrushes, antbirds, crescentchests, and horneros.
The antbirds are especially interesting because they specialize
in following trains of Army Ants that thread their way across
the forest floor on a daily basis. The birds don’t hunt the ants,
but rather the array of arthropods and invertebrates that live on
the forest floor and are panicked by the arrival of an ant column, to the point that they become easy prey for the ant followers. Tanagers, woodcreepers, and ground cuckoos also join in
this activity. The forest is also full of oscine passerines
(songbirds), of which the tanagers are a particularly vocal and
diversely colourful group. Hummingbirds are also diverse and
common, especially around lodges where feeders are a focal
point. Manakins (which engage in lekking) and trogons are also
not to be missed, and some of the larger birds such as trumpeters and screamers are really impressive.
In Manu, we also got to see some great examples of that Andean speciality, the mixed flock. These consist of birds of multiple species and tend to split into two parts, one of which
works the forest canopy, and the other the forest understory.
The flocks may have 12 or more “core species,” plus “hangerson.” The core species are usually represented by a single breeding pair that may remain with the flock for several years, and
which is replaced by another pair immediately after they either
die or leave the flock. Thus, the make-up of the flock is constant for many years. The species diversity of flocks is closely
linked to habitat quality, with more birds in flocks in highquality habitat.
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Falcon, and unique birds such as the Diademed Sandpiper
Plover and Gray-breasted Seedsnipe, which inhabit valley floor
bogs, along with the more common Andean Gull. Scrubby areas hold flickers, doves, pigeons, and parakeets, while running
water lures in various species of cinclodes (wren-like birds),
and rocky arid areas host several species of miner, all of which
have quite distinct niches. Earthcreepers inhabit holes in banks
and thorn scrub, while Crag Chilias make their home in scree
slopes.
Moving down to Patagonia, the climate gets cooler and wetter,
and the forests are more stunted, There are great shorebird lagoons along the Beagle Channel and great birding on the arid
steppe grasslands and around the lakes that they host. Seabirds
such as the Chilean Skua, Dolphin Gull, and Imperial Cormorant make an appearance, as do more pelagic species including
Black-browed Albatross and Southern Fulmar. The steppe
grasslands are home to Darwin’s Rhea, which lays up to 40
eggs at a time, Black-faced Ibis, Long-tailed Meadowlark,
Tawny-throated Dotterel, and the amazing Magellanic Plover.
There is also a new array of waterfowl including Coscoroba
Swan, Steamer Ducks, White-tufted Grebe, and four species of
endemic Geese.
En route from Patagonia to Antarctica, albatross diversity increases, the first penguins appear, and Cape Petrels, Giant Petrels, and South Polar Skuas are ever-present. Prions (also
known as whalebirds) and various forms of storm-petrel add
periodic diversity, but there is not much that can compete with
the sight, sound, and, in particular, smell, of the large penguin
colonies of the South Shetlands (Chinstraps, Adelies, and Gentoos) – and I will never forget their ability to provide neverending entertainment more or less whatever the weather.
The Andes are a birder’s paradise – if you get a chance to go
there, take it!
Martin Sharp

In Chile, I spent time in the High and Dry Andes near Santiago
– highlights here were 26 Andean Condors in the air at the
same time, several different species of Caracara, Aplomado

Coci Heron

Bananaquit
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Sparkling Violetear

Masked Crimson Tanager

Black Capped Donacobius
All Bird Photos by Alex Durand
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Canada 150 Project

Don Delaney was ENC’s Indoor Meeting speaker on December 15, 2017.
As the Canada sesquicentennial approached, I was hearing about all kinds of projects that individual
Canadians were undertaking to celebrate. While driving around the countryside with my sister Kathy,
we were listening to a CBC program in which people were talking about what they were planning.
Kathy said she was going to try to photograph 150 flowering native plant species. I wondered if I
could get decent photographs of 150 bird species between January 01 and July 01. I hedged my bet by
adding butterflies. As it turned out, I photographed 157 bird species and several butterflies by Canada
Day.
In the process, I did get 5 lifers: Northern Pygmy Owl. Buff-breasted Sandpiper, Great Crested Flycatcher, Hammond’s Flycatcher, and Mew Gull. I also got shots of a White-faced Ibis and Western
Kingbird, which are birds I have photographed before, but never around here. I also missed several
species that I normally see between January and July here.
It was fun to do and provided me with a mission.
Don Delaney

Canada Jays (top) and American Bittern (right)
Barred Owls (top) and Northern Pygmy Owl (bottom), page 31
Satyr Commas, back cover

All Photos by Don Delaney
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Canada 150 Project

Satyr Commas, Photo by Don Delaney
Dorsal view (left), ventral view (right)

